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VOLLEYBALL'S NET LOSS
0-615 AROUGH START

SOCCER'S NET GAIN
4-1-1 DOMINATION

AHILL TOO STEEP
Mountaineers climb all over UCF .
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-
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" SGA Senate opens the door for new blood
..

candidacy is W.edneSday.
According to President Pro
Tempore Evan Rosenberg, a legal
studies major, a student must
meet certain eligibility requirements before declaring themselves a candidate. ''You have to
have the proper GPA [2.5], you
can't have any holds on your
record, financial or conductwise," he .said. The eligibility
guidelines follow the Golden
Rule, a set of conduct codes that

Applications are
due on Wednesday

•

CLIFTON HUMMEL-YOUNG
Contributing Writer

Fifty-two SGA Senate seats are
up for grabs starting today, when
students may start declaring candidacy. The deadline for return. ing petition packets and declaring

can be found on the UCF Web finance major who heads the Secretary, who can be found in
SGA Elections Committee.
the SGA office in the Student
site.
· An undeclared student must Union, Fieser said. The last
Petition packets can be picked
up in Student Union Room 218. collect 25 ~ignatures from other opportunity to declare candidacy
They contain forms for candi- undeclared students. Students is 5 p.m. Wedµesday.
"Declaration of candidacy is
dates to collect a certain number enrolled in any of the colleges on
of signatures from students .in campus, such as Arts and Sci- basically where the student, after
their college. The signatures must ences or Health and Human . they fill out their petitic;>n, declare
belong to st1,1.dents who also meet Affairs, must collect 50 signatures an actual seat," Fieser said Each
eligibility requireµients.
from students in ilie same college. college is assigned a certain numThe number· of signatures ·
Once the necessary signatures ber ofseats in the Senate, and canrequired depends on your major, are collected petition packets
according to Brent Fieser, a should be returned to the Senate
PLEASE SEE NOT ON A4

Running for office?
To be a senate candidate, you must:
• Have at least a2.5 GPA with no
financial or conduct-based holds.
• Pick up a petition from Room 218 in
. the.Student Union.
• Collect signatures from students.
enrolled in your college.
·Turn form into SGA office by 5 p.m.
Wednesday.

•

Fans' hopes still·high despite loss

•

Freshmen
storm field

0

•
'/,
KELLY BOBER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"O'Leary is crazy" is spelled out in body paint.

JORDON CRUDO
Staff Writer

.-

The first Knights home football game drew the largest home
crowd since 2000 with 32,224
fans, as UCF took on West Virginia. Among them was a group
participating in Freshman Frenzy, a program put on by UCF
Sports Marketing and the UCF
Athletics Association.
The program is designed to
group freshmen and transport
them by charter bus to the game
where they would tailgate and
sit in a group to watch the first
lialf. Then the freshmen go
down to'· +:he field and make a·
human tunnel and greet the
players as they come out onto
the field after halftime - all for
$30.
. ·The goal was to get freshmen
motivated to join UCF activities
and have fun. But many of those
who took part ! had mixed
reviews.
"I had a great time,'' 18-yearold Jessika Kattah said. "It was
fun to meet a lot of people and
sit and watch the game. We
ended up just going back on the
bus after the third quarter
because it wasn't fun anymore
since we were losing so bad. But
it w:is worth the money. The
food was all right, and my
friends and I had a good time. l
am ready to go to more games."

.,,

PLEASE SEE
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

·Fans decked themselves out in black and gold for the home season opener on Saturday. Despite UCF losing to the No. 10-ranked team in the nation, spirits were high, as was attendance with more than 32,000 fans in the stands.
1

'

Rowdy Knights rile the stands with taunts and cheefs
JORDON CRUDO
Staff Writer

.The third anniversary of the Sept.
11 tragedies was the theme of Saturday's football game, the first home
game of the season for UCF, where
the Knights lost 45-20.
Pre-game festivities could be seen
around the Citrus Bowl, as several
radio stations and restaurants took
over Tinker Field. F.a ns won prizes

and participated in pre-game parties Knights President Adrian Moore
and activities, but the real fun tqat said. "Then [we] get into the Citrus
day was in the stands Saturday.
Bowl as soon as it opens so we can
As soon as the Citrus Bowl get our seats and start heckling the
opened its gates, fans poured in, · opposing players who are on the
including members of the Rowdy field," the 22-year-old civil engineerKnights club, who were poised at the ing major added.·
"We've been together a little over
front entrance until they were
allowed to enter. ,
.~
four years," he said. The' group
"We always have a club tailgate, attends as many sports as possible,
then go to 'Knight-March' to see the with a focus on men's basketball,
players go into the stadium," Rowdy baseball, football and volleyball with

the main goal Qf pumping up the UCF
players and trying to unnerve the
opposition.
"We always make it to football. J ,, ,
am one of the original three founders . .
of the club, and we support our
Knights in any way possible,'' Moore ' ..
said. Last year, the group would take , •
buses to the away games just to be
able to sit through a Knights game. . .
.
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:1van not
:a threat
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Stonn veers away
from. Central Florida
CHRISTINE DELLERT
'

I

'

Associate Editor

· Still recovering from the wind and
rain of hurricanes Charley and
Frances, Orlando residents should be
happy to hear that Ivan won't be
. another unwelcome guest.
A Category 4 storm yesterday
afternoon Hurricane Ivan is expected
to eventually make landfall along
florida's panhandle on Wednesday.
But forecasters say there is' still much
·room for error.
Ivan is also expected to strengthen

again to a Category 5 - with winds of
more than 155 mph - when it enters·
the Gulf of Mexico tonight. It would
be the first Category 5 storm to make
landfall in the Caribbean in more than
20 years. Forecasters were predicting
on: Sunday afternoon that the storm
would swirl into Florida, Mississippi,
Alabama or Louisiana as a Category 3.
"I feel bad for the other people," 21year-old Alison Smith, a psychology
major, said "But I'm relieved that we
aren't going to have to go through
everything for the third time."
Because Ivan shouldn't have any
direct impact on Orlando, UCF officials have not announced that they
will cancel classes this week. But, that
wasn't the ,case about 10 days ago
when campus was closed for three
days because of Frances~ fury.
Over the Labor Day weekend, UCF
opened its doors to area residents and
students taking shelter from Frances.
About 1,000 people evacuated to.the
UCF Arena and three other campus
buildings to weather the storm.
PLEASE SEE
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Absent pusb from
Bush, ban on assault
guns.will end today

Atlantic basin hurricanes
through Sept. 11
(Includes Caribbean Sea, Atlantic
Ocean and Gulf of Mexico)

Season
average ·

4

•

STEVEN SOTLOFF
Staff Writer

2004

3

1 "

0
June July Aug.
Sept. Oct. Nov.
NOTE: Average based on the number
of hurricanes from 1886 to 1992
SOURCE: Accuweather
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Weapons for sale

Season at its peak
The number of hurricanes tra~itionally
reaches its peak during early September
when the waters in the Atlantic basin
tend to be at their warmest.

4

'(.

YELLOW ON AO,

AP

The ban on assault weapons
expires today, a move Democrats are
expected to use as ammunition to
boost their chances in the November
election.
President George W. Bush is not
expected to renew the ban, which he
said he supported when he took office
four years ago. His father, former President George H:W: Bush, supported
banning the importing of 43 semiautomatic assault rifles in 1989.
Most recently signed in 1994 by former President Clinton, the ban set to

expire prohibits 19 types of militarystyle assault weapons and an assortment of accessory combinations. The
ban is supposed to be up for review
and extension every 10 years.
The measure was introduced to ·
lower violent crime. But many gun
supporters believe this has not happened as a result of the ban.
The number of victims of violent .
crime is down, falling from about
55,000 in 1994 to more than 20,000 in
2003, according to the National Grime
Victimization Survey from the Bureau
of Justice Statisties. Violent crimes
included in the survey were rape, robbery, assault and homicide. The crime
rate in 2002 was at the lowest level
ever recorded. Violent crimes
declined by .9 percent, or 13,155, from
incidents between 2001 and 2002,
according to the Uniform Crime
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Rec dasses open
The Recreation and Wellness Center, shut down by
damage from
Hurricane
Charley, has relocated its fitness and cardio equipment to
the Pegasus Landing Fitness
Rooms, where the equipment
is available for use starting
today.
Group exercise is now in
the Like Oak Room, and spinning classes are in the Garden
Room. Both rooms are next to
the Student Resource Center.
Exercise class schedules will
·vary, so check the Web site at
http://rec.ucf.edu for more
information.
Intramural basketball will
begin Sept. 20 in the College of
Education gymnasium and the
outside courts.
The UCF Wellness Center
is now in Osceola Hall, BUilding 110. Call 407-823-5841 for
more information.

Dance, dance revolution
The UCF Dance Marathon,
which supports the Children's
Miracle Network of children's
hospitals through fund-raising
events that conclude.with a 24hour dance marathon each
spring, will host preliminary
events this week, starting with
a meet-and-greet session
between noon and 3 p.m. today
in the Key West Ballroom in
the Student Union.
For more information,
check out the Web site at
http://www.ucfdm.com or email CABDM@mail.ucf.edu.
UCF Dance Marathon
Moraler applications also are
out. Moraler volunteers motivate marathon participants to
get involved and stay awake
and on their feet throughout
the dance event, which takes
place March 5-6, 2005.
Interested students can pick
up an application in the Office
of Student Involvement, Student Union Room 208. Applications are due back by by 5
p.m. Sept. 24. E-mail Morale
Director Alicia Bandy with
questions
at
AGBandy83@yahoo.com.

Hamming it up
UCF Amateur Radio Club is
looking for members who are
.interested in volunteer work,
emergency communication
and hands-on applications.
The club meets at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays in Engineering· I
Room 368. E-mail Jami Ward
at kg4zke@gmail.com for
more information.

Rugby and guts
Men's and women's rugby
teams are recruiting for the
fall.
No experience is required.
Practices are held Tuesdays
and Thursdays between 4 p.m.
and 6 p.m. on the practice football fields behind the Academic Village.
For more information, visit
http://www.ucfrugby.com for
the
men's .. team
and
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-wr
ugby for the women's team.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Assault guns include those with modifications
FROM

Al

Gun ban expires, legalizes making of military-style features

Report issued by the FBI.
Alaw banning the manufacture of semiautomatic assault weapons expires today.
. According to the National
The
law defined an assault weapon as any semiautomatic rifle with adetachable magazine.
Rifle Association, not allow0 Flash suppressor
ing so-called assault weapons
Limits the flash to
is ridiculous because the term
conceal the shooter
0 Retractable stock
is defined as a gun having
Shortens rifle length
"more than one cosmetic
accessory," NRA Executive
Vice President Wayne Lapi~r
said in an interview last week
with MSNBC. "On Tuesday,
0 Grenade launcher
there will not be one gun
Rifle grenades exist that ·
available that is a machine
can attach to the flash
gun."
suppressor, though they
During the ban, makers of assault
magazine
The group had accused the
are illegal. External
rifles sold the same pistol grip
grenade launchers
ban of violating the Second
guns without the other four
Detachable magazines
remain illegal.
Amendment. This amendfeajures. Pre-ban weapons were
The law limited magazines to
ment allows people the right
legal to own and sell.
containing 10 rounds.
to bear arms.
Note: Based on a Colt AR-15 style rifle
Many gun supporte,rs claim
the firearms are for hunting
Automatic
_ ~
Automatic weapons stay banned
Semiautom~tic
.
and sport, but including accesweapons ..•
weapons
.•
~~
Gun
makers
often
sell
semiautomatic
sories arguably offers no value
versions of military weapons to attract
to the shooter. Some of the
collectors.They are similar in appearance
weapons prohibited include
... fire one bullet with each pull of the ·
and name but have the same capabilities ... are available to the military and law
the Uzi, SLG-95, Hi-Point Carenforcement.
trigger.
as
common
semiautomatic
hunting
bine and the AR-15.
rifles.
.
...
fire
continuously
when
the
trigger
is
... reload the chamber using air pressure
A rifle is considered an
held.
from the last round.
assault weapon if it has a
... are illegal to the public.
... are legal to the public.
detachable magazine and two
or more of the following feaSOURCE: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; Globa!Security.org; U.S. Department of State
Dan Delorenzo·AP
tures: folding or telescoping
stock,
threaded
barrel, aerospace engineering major. · is he would ban their shot- in Afghanistan found al-Qaeda
grenade launcher or a pistol "If they put [the ban] in 10 guns," according to a press training manuals that specifigrip protruding conspicuously years ago, they put it in for a release from Lawrence G. cally urged terrorists to obtain
beneath the stock. Magazines reason, and I think it should Keane, senior vic.e president assault weapons in the United
holding more than 10 rounds stay. If I start seeing these and general counsel of the States.
are considered "high capacity'" guns sold at Wal-Mart, I'm ·National Shooting Sports
Felons are forbidden from
magazines and are also not going to start worrying."
Foundation (NSSF).
possessing firearms, which is
allowed.
· In fact, Wal-Mart employNevertheless, Kerry stands better enforced since the passJose Ferrer of Reig's Gun ees on SR 50 said they would firm on his opposition to ing ofthe Brady Handgun VioShop and Shooting, 5512 S. . not sell the assault weapons legalizing these weapons and lence Prevention Act. This act
Orange Blossom Trail, said: even if the ban expires. They said in a news release that his was adopted in 1993 as an
"We're absolutely going to sell still sell sporting rifles and acceptance of the gift does not amendment to the Gun Conthem [if the ban expires.] The pellet and BB guns. ,
compromise his position.
trol Act of 1968 and imposes a
ban changes the way [the gun]
Recently, Democratic pres"The NRA put the squeeze waiting period of up to five
looks, not the way it operates." idential nominee; Sen. John on George Bush and. they're days 'for tbe purchase of a
The weekend shop clerk Kerry, has been the topic of spending tens of millienis of · han~ghn,,, The Brady Act also
~dd~d: "It ;vas a feel-good 17g- controversy after accepting a
dollars to support his cam- sub1ects gun buyers to a backislation. It s not the guns, it's Remington 11-87 shotgun dur- paign," Kerry said in a state- ground check.
the people that have them. If ing his Labor Day stop in ment on hi.s Web site. "So now,
But according to a recent
you put those people in jail, Racine, W. Va. Kerry is co- , the president is saying with a study at the University of
you won't have a problem."
sponsoring a bill that would wink and a smile that he'll Pennsylvania titled
"An
Several UCF students don't supplement the current ban.
extend the assault weapons Updated Assessment of the
agree.
The Assault Weapons Ban ban if Congress sends it to Federal Assault Weapons Ban:
"It's definitely not good and Law Enforcement Protec- him. And Congress says they'll Impact on Gun Markets and
tl,ling, and it makes me nerv- tion Act of 2003 (S. 1431) send it to him if he asks for it." Gun Violence, 1994-2003,"
ous," said junior Candice Hug- would actually ban the semiKerry said he believes that these weapons are "being sold
gins, a business management auto~tic shotgun he accept- legalizing assault weapons in undocumented, seconded as a gift from a labor union makes it easier for al-Qaeda hand markets." Also, "bam1ed
major.
"[The assault weapons] . representative.
and other terrorist organiza- guns and magazines conshould be controlled," said
"Kerry tells union workers tions to acquire them in the tributed to up to a quarter of
Sean Grawunde, 21 and an that he's a hunter, but the truth United States. Coalition forces gun crimes prior to.the ban."
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DANADELAPI
Staff Writer

attempting to walk a

'~- str~t ~:~ts,

per-

i/f,/( 1Wl ;;J•1I formed in front of the
· Sparkman of '•II .:1W,~;·
R1:111l'
Kathenne
squad car, were taped
Titusville allegedly ran a
on the officer's in-car
stop sign at Pegasus Landing . video system.
Lupo arrested Sparkman
Apartments in front of Building One on July 25. On top of for driving under the influthat, officers allege she was ence. She was taken to the
drunk.
Orange County DUI Testing
Officer Wooay Furnas Center where she refused to
pulled over the 21-year-old at submit to a breath test.
2:45 a.m. and noticed she
Sparkman claimed she was
looked visibly intoxicated. driving because her friend was
Furnas and Officer Anthony too drunk after spending the
. .Lupo .(!Sked Sparkman how evening at local bar Trick
much she had had to drink and Shots.
she said four beers.
When ;;\perfo!ming field _She needs a better hiding place
An 18-year-old woman
sobriety. ~· tests~ Sparkman
·swayed while balancing, tried to hide a cup filled with
hopped to regain 'h er balance Bacardi rum in between two
and missed heel to toe instruc- parked cars when she saw a
tions on every step while police officer approaching.

Officer Paul White stopped
Erin Roche of Fort Myers at
11:55 p.m. on Aug. 20 when he
saw.her walking with an open
conta,.i.ner in between Lake
Claire Apartments Building 70
on UCF's campus and the back
· Lake Claire parking .lot on
Gemini Boulevard North.
. White told Roche to get the
cup she had placed on the
ground between two parked
cars.
He could smell the alcohol
emitting from it, according to
his report.
When asked how old she
was, Roche said she was 18 and
then {>roduced ·an ID that con·
firmed this.
Roche was "charged with
underage possession of alcohol. Officer White took a sample of ·the beverage as evidence..

(eutral jforiba ~ure
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

·'·

· Future among
i
•
·b est.-.::e·1n nation
The Future was named one of the
top three college newspapers in the
country on Saturday in a contest sponsored by the Society of Professional Journalists.
"It's great to see a year's worth of
good work recognized. We have a great
team here- and agreat paper to show
for it,"former Managing Editor Alex Babcock. said.
During the annual Mark of Excellence awards, the society applauds student journalism around the nation in
more than 40 categories. The Future's
highest honor was being selected as one
of the three finalists in the "Best AllAround Non-Daily Newspaper." Out of
the papers that run two or three times
each week, the Future was bested by
only George Washington Universltys The
GWHatchet.

"lt1s really nice to stay consisten.t
with the constantly expanding newspaper and improved content," Heissam
Jebailey, the publisher,said.

Nation & World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Tampa Marine buried after
second Iraq deployment

.

BUSHNELL, Fla. - Shy 0£;
her first wedding anniversary,
Mercedes Wtlt dropped to her
knees and clasped a folded
flag to her as her husband, a ;
Marine killed in Iraq, was
buried Saturday on the thir<t
anniversary of the terrorist ·
attacks in New York and
Washington.
Lance Cpl Nicholas Wilt,
23, a heavy machine-gun section leader, died Sept. 3 on his
second tour of duty in Iraq •
along with two officers from
his unit fighting in Al Anbat
province.
..
The Tampa man was
buried-in a military service at
Florida National Cemetery.

••
•'

Defense minister says Russia and·
United States see eye-to-eye
MOSCOW Russia's
Defense Minister Serget
Ivanov said yesterday that
Moscow and Washington.
speak a common language on
fighting terror and defendec!,
Russia's right to deal pre-emp-...
tive strikes on terrorist base!t
abroad in the wake of the
school hostage seizure.
Ivanov said he had spoken'
twice with U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld last
week, adding that the U.S.
administration was more
receptive to Moscow's arguments than some European.
officials.
After the school hostagecrisis ended Sept. 3 in a chaoS:
of gunfire and explosions that'."
killed at least 330 hostages..
President Vladimir Putin
blamed it on international ter:
rorism. Putiri lashed out.
angrily at those in the Wes(
who continued to advise Rus-·
sia to conduct peace t~
with rebels in Chechnya,...
advising 'them to negotiate:
with Osama bin Laden.

.."

Report: Huge explosion seen
in North Korean province

•

SEOUL, South Korea - A.
large explosion occurred in
the northern part of Nortlr
Korea, sending a huge colum.n:
of smoke into the air on the
56th anniversary of the com.,,
munist regime, a South Korean news agency reported Sun~
day.
~·
The South Korean govem.:,
ment said it was trying to con.,.
r:rrm the report of an expl?{.
s10n at 11 a.m. on Thursday un
Yanggang province near the-border with China
..
The Yonhap news agency.
carried conflicting reports~
from . unidentified sources
with one in Washington say....
ing the incident could be.:
related to a natural disaste~
such as a forest fire. It also
cited a diplomatic source
Seoul as raising the possil?ility
of an accident or a nuclear.
test.
•

m: ·

Hundreds of teens return to U.S. ;
after schools dosed in Mexico :

''lo

MEXICO CITY - ParentS:
picked up hundreds of U.S.
teenagers Saturday from
northern Mexico after author....
ities closed down three
schools for troubled youth,.
according to a U.S. consular.

'.
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Heads East Hair Salot1

$10 Men's and

RUSH EVENTS: September 13th - 17th, 2004
• MOl81ty,September U, 2004: Breakfast with the Brothers
Meet the brothers of Alpha Theta Rho and enjoy breakfast before heading to dass.
Where: Gazebo in front of Phillips Hall
From: 8 a.m. - 11 a.m.
•Tuesday, Sept~mber 14, 2004: Eat Around the World
Come out and enj~ ethnic food while getting to know more bout AE>P.
Where:lA. (Teachers Academy) Room 221
From: 11 :30 a.m. -1 ;30 p.m.
•Wednesday, Septef'nber 1S, 2004: Ice Cream Treat
Enjoy a cooling treat in the afternoon while getting to know curren members better.
Where·(Qmm.Room 147
:from:4.l p.rw.- S:lOp.m.
~,September 16, 2004: Pizza Party with the Brothers
Finish offRush week by coming out and having lunch with us!
;Wpere: MAP)loom 204
: 11:30 a.m. - 1:30_p.ln-.
For more info contact:
Janel at 407-491-2014 or Mega at 407-719-9237

Women's Hair Cuts
(reg. price $13)

Also available:
·Skin Fades
·Blow Out
·Razor Shaves

'•

11917 E. Colonial Dr.• (407) 282-1754
Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
Commons (in the Publix plaza)
Offer good with ad only
·

10% OFF .W/STUDENT ID ~~1~~~~

...

NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHS!
see sales person for details.

2004NEW .
BEETLE ~~is; (ass,

·. 2004 GOLF GL
p/Windows, p /locks, li\t, Cd~~ch
Key\ess Remote, Cassette an
. More!

lfURBO 11•E.SELS
PER MONTH
AVAILABLE
.
, ..
h WAC tax tag and fees down.
_ 0% financing for ~~eS~l:s;erson jo.r details.
. .

p/Win.dhows, PA/B~c~~y\;s; Rr:mote, A\arm
Side Au ags,
'
and Much More!

• 4 Yrt50.000 •e Bumuer-~umuer warranl11

• 5Yrt&o.ooo Mlle POwertra1n warranl11
2004 All New GTI

2004 JETT~ GL

p/Windows, P/l:~kbs, li\t(:~r;\:~er
Key\ess Entry, 6 "'" ags,
and Much More!
·-~·-·_....,.,,..~·-.,...----.--""

p/Windows, p /locks, li\t, Cdu~~ch
Key\ess Remote, Cassette an
More!

1'URB0 DIESELS

PER MONTH
AVAILA!ILE ._
.
h WAC tax tag and fees down.
·
g
fior
66
mont
s. · · ., ' ·i
0% ft nanon
See Salesperson for deta1 s.
I

4~rt50 ooo •e Bumuer--10-Bumuer warranl11
.: 5Yrt&o'.ooo Mlle Powertraln warranw

auY S2a2

PER MONTH

11asa1cno11.

. h $0 total down. Includes 1.st payme1t,
* Leases are calculated. wit d r se See Salesperson for deta1 s.
. 0 sec deposit, tags, title an icen .
llRSAR1

sm~1'~~.
Wu~~::&
1"FI lASl!
iL~·

iu.Gt
MODllS A\IAILK

.

2004ALLNEW
PASSAT.asq\!\..-.
Side Curtain Airbags, "' ' Sey f A\\oys
,

'

Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, unroo '
and Much More!
PER MONTH -t:

PASSAT WAGONS
ARE HOW HERE!

MONTHLY TAX
us
1
fOR48MON n
- . h $0 total down Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are calculated. Wit d r
See Salesperson for details.
0 sec deposit, tags, title an icense.

4Yrt5o ooo Mile BUmuer--10-Bumuer warrant1
: 5Yrt&o'.ooo •e Powertrain wanant11
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. lnc,l udes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit,

t~gs, title and license.

Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 9/30/04

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
. We. Ca·n Assist .You With:

~FIRST JIME
,

BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

'

Drivers wanted~

r'Sf CRED•T
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 2'!;ooo MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

flu World

.4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

-

4 0 '1-3 6 5-3 3 0 0
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE

Group of teens attacks college
students in Providence
PROVIDENCE, RI. - A
group of teenagers attacked
five college students in
broad daylight last week J<lcking, punching and ver~ bally taunting them in two
t separate assault incidents
police sometimes call ''wilding."
The college students suffered minor injuries. Univer' sity and city police were
, investigating; no charges
have been filed.
The incidents occurred
blocks away from each other
at around 3 p.m. Friday. .
Police were investigating if
the attacks were connected.

Pennsylvania considers
new community college
HARRISBURG, Pa.
Vocationai school director
Kevin O'I?onn~ll sees central Pennsylvania's Juniata
River Valley as a no-man's
land for community college
access.
O'Donnell's office in
Lewistown is 65 miles from
Harrisburg Area Community College - a commute of
an hour or more. The nextclosest, Pennsylvania Highlands Community College in
· Johnstown, is more than 100
miles away.
O'Donnell is among a
local group of education,
business and community
· leaders who are thinking
about doing something that
has not been done in Pennsylvania for a ·decade opening a new community
college. But the financial
realities may be overwhelm' ing.
Counties and school districts already face pressure
• to hold the line on property
taxes in tight economic
times, so they are loath to
• increase them to establish ·
new community colleges.
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Rhode Island College drops
complaint against professor
PROVIDENCE, RI. Rhode Island College has
dropped a discrimination
complaint against a professor who refused to discipline
two students who allegedly
made racist remarks.
· The discrimination com~
plaint stems from an incident on Feb. 19, when two
students with children in
RIC's preschool allegedly
made racist remarks regarding welfare benefits in conversation with a third student-mother.
The professor, Lisa
Church, who was the coordinator for the cooperative
preschool, wasn't pr€::sent for
the conversation, but the
offended student · complained to her and asked her
to discipline the two others.
Church said she couldn't
have done so without violating those students' freespeech rights. The offended
student brought a complaint
to school administrators.
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Thousands of Israelis protested in downtown Jerusalem yesterday against Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon's plan to evacuate all settlers from the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.

. threats and warnings of civil
war.
official.
The withdrawal plan has
About 538 teenagers - the upset the Israeli political scene
vast majority U.S. citizens since it was announced last
were being returned home after · year, tllrning Sharon's backers
authorities shut down Casa by into opponents and detractors
the Sea in Ensenada, located on into supporters. Skeptical
the Pacific coast about 60 miles Palestinians believe the whole
plan is a trick to annex large
south of San Diego.
parts of the West Bank to Israel
Most of those filling
Jewish settlers protest planned
Jerusalem to protest the prowithdrawal from Gaza strip
JERUSALEM - Tens of posed pullout were Orthodox
many of them
thousands of Jewish settlers Jews and their backers demonstrated teenagers. A huge banner
in Jerusalem on Sunday against behind the stage set the theme:
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon's ''Disengagement tears the peoplan to evacuate all settlements ple apart." Many waved blue
from Gaza and four West Bank and white Israeli flags.
enclaves in a rally held against a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
backdrop of assassinationFROM
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Serving IV/usicians for BO Years!

Not expensive to run for office
vacant or occupied by a student
who ran unopposed.
didates must choose specific
In another departure from
seat in the declaration process. · typical politics on the federal
''You can only declare for one level, both Rosenberg and Fieser
seat, but there isn't a difference said that .campaigns for the student Senate require little or no
between any of them." he said
Fieser said he expects 150 to money to be spent
200 students to run for the 52
"It doesn't take much,"
Rosenberg said ''I think last year
available seats.
With such a wide gap I spent maybe $50, just because
between candidates and posi- color photo copies are expentions, as much as 4-1, one would sive. I could have gotten black
expect the competition to be and white copies, but I thought
fierce - even nasty - like rd spring for color."
-recent elections in the federal
Fieser said that there is no
government. This is not so, official cap on campaign spendaccording to Rosenberg. He said ing. Candidates are free to invest
that while the campaigning can ·as much money as they please.
be intense, he does not recall
In Rosenberg's opinion, to be
many instances where matters involved in campus prior to rundegraded into name-calling and ning for office is key. Greek life,
for example, might be an effislander.
He also said that the intensity cient way of g~tting your name
of competition is not the same out and garnering support, as
for all of the colleges. ''It really many senato~ are Greek.
depends on the college," he
Another suggestion Rosenexplained "Typically Arts and berg had for the Senate hopefuls
Sciences and Business are the · was to speak to clubs and mgantwo fiercest. You have multiple izations they feel they can proppeople running in each seat, and erly represent ''I went to clubs I
I fmd that those two seem to be felt I could affect and make an
the toughest ones. You fmd a lot impact on, and hopefully cover
of the political interest groups some issues they're interested in,
are in the College ofArts and Sci- and get some supports from
ences, and.they definitely like to them,'' Rosenberg said
get involved."
Elections will be held from
In contrast, Rosenberg also· Sept 27 until Sept 29, with runsaid that the Senate seats offs Oct 4 through Oct 6. Stureserved for the Daytona ~ch dents can vote electronically on
· and Brevard campuses are often Polaris at http://connect.ucf.edu.
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The Sam Ash Family has been serving musicians,
students, hobbyists & schools with high quality
equipment at low prices for 80 Years!

ASK ABOUT OUR .SPECIAL PLANS:
•PURCHASE WITH GUARANTEE BUYBACK
•GUARANTEED TRADE!
ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
RENTALS • REPAIRS
SHEET MUSIC & BOOKS

Harvard student to go
on trial in killing of teenager
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. One was a struggling
teenage father who worked
as a cook. The other was a
Harvard graduate student
fluent in five languages.
Their paths crossed just
once, when the teenager
stopped for a pizza and the
Harvard student walked by .
his car.
Hours later, the teenager
was dead and the Harvard
·student was charged in his
killing. In a Cambridge
courtroom
next week
Alexander Prfug-Wilson, 26,
goes on trial for murder in
the death of Michael Colona,
18.
The killing last year
seemed to worsen long-simmering tensions between
working-class residents of
Cambridge and students at
. the Ivy League school.
Colono's family believes
Pring-Wilson's lawyers have
emphasized the ethnic and
economic
differences
between the two families to
try, to make Michael Colono
look like the attacker.
Pring~Wilson's lawyers
said local media played up
, class differences in a way
that was unfair to their
, client. They tried unsuccessfully to move the trial to
I{, anothe.r city.

Change of course a relief
FROM

Al

Frances damaged Smith's
parents' house in Melbourne
about a week earlier. "We had
pretty moderate roof damage,"
she said. ''We have to get half of
the roof redone. All of our trees
uprooted."
Now, Floridians are facing
the threat of Ivan. Mandatory
evacuation orders.for tourists
and 79,000 residents were in
effect yesterday for the Florida
Keys. The storm initially was
projected to hit the Keys directly, but it unexpectedly wobbled
and lurched west early Saturday.
Ivan already pummeled
Grenada. The storm caused at
least 39 deaths and destroyed
90 percent of the island's
homes. It also knocked down a .·
17th-century stone prison, freeing criminals.
Then the storm smashed
into Jamaica early Saturday
with ferocious waves and
winds nearing 155 mph. At least
eleven were killed
Yesterday, Ivan's eye passed
about 35 miles south of Grand
Cayman, capital of three
Caribbean islands with 45,000
people. Hurricane-force winds
extended 90 miles and tropical
- ASSOCIATED PRESS ' stor'in-force winds 175 miles.

Estimates of the damage had
not been released yesterday .
afternoon.
While western Cuba is wading through Ivan's wrath today,
UCF students are counting
their blessings.
Charley struck UCF as a
Category 1 storm on Aug. 13,
before the fall semester started,
ripping the roof off the Recreation and Wellness Center and
knocking out electricity on
Greek Row and in the Lake
Claire Apartments.
Frances relocated the members of th.e Alpha Delta Pi
sorority when the roof of their
house caved in after the storm.
Last week, the 33 women living
in the house had to stay at a
Hilton hotel.
.
About four inches of·water
from Frances flooded the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity house.
·Fourteen of Sig Ep's ·members
were relocated to a Holiday
Inn.

.

Throughout campus the
aftermath of both storms is visible in the.many fallen pine and
oak trees.
Hurricane season ends Nov.
30. Until then, ''we're just dealing with it as it comes," Smith
said.
-.t,
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401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in.
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• limited Maid·Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

· • Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!
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Because of the severe
damage. to your work.
'
out facility, LA Fitness would like to offer UCF
students a special rate to join our sports .club ..
For a specially reduced initiation fee of only
$~9 (originally $149) and just $34.99 a month
you'll ·g et state-of-the-art ameniti·es located
close to the university. ,

800 LA FITNESS

LAFITNESS.COM

Prices valid until UCF workout facility resumes for business. Offer available at any LA Fitness location in Orlando. Valid UCF l.D. is required.
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Yellow shirts a sign the 'jerks' are in the stands
FROM

Al

· Saturday's game proved the
Rowdy Knights had earned
their name, with members
dressed · in their traditional
bright yellow shirts. Several
members attended the game
shirtless and painted their bodies.
"We have 123 dues-paying
members," Moore said. "Only
about 40 [came out] Saturday.
Most ·of our freshmen were
also in the Freshman Frenzy, so
that kind of hurt our numbers."
But that did not stop the
Rowdy Knights from performing their best .and heckling
West Virginia every moment
until game time - except for
the times they cheered on the
Knights. Chants were altered

to jab at the opposition, like
"The Hey Song" being
changed to "da-da-dada-dadada, Hey, you suck! Hey West
Virginia guess what, you suck!"
"For football we sit in section 118 in the front few rows,
and duriJ:ig the game we make
it a habit to stand the whole
game," Moore said, giving credence to some shirts reading
"Hey jerk, sit down," and "If
you can't see ... STAND UP!"
"[We try to] be as loud as
possible when UCF is on
defense," Moore said. "Our
other tradition is that we
always do , pushups on the
· fence in front of us with the
cheerleaders when UCF
scores."
As the game started, the
Rowdy Knights were notice-

ably the loudest and most
enthusiastic fans in attendance,
as they screamed, "We want to
make love to you, O'Leary!"
They also involved freshmen in the game, as the athletic marketing department sat
the freshmen behind the
Rowdy Knights.
As rowdy as they were,
nothing got out of hand, unlike
other instances around the stadium. Three separate brawls
broke out in the stands before
halftime.
TI:ie Rowdy Knights were
the first to come and last to
leave. To join the Row~y
Knights or view pictures of the
· fanfare from Saturday's game,
visit their Web site at
http://www.pegasus.cc.ucf.edu

/kl.

Meeting with players and T-shirts cause frenzy
how unfair it was. They could
have at least told us. Just the
Others were not so happy. · · fact that 30 bucks went down
The main activity for the par- the drain ruined the whole
ticipants was going onto the experience. I could have done
field and greeting players. All everything I did for free. They
of the freshmen were given should have given us a warning
white T-shirts, but were never prior to the game, especially
told to hang on to them. When when they said we could leave
the time came, those who did our stuff on the buses," he said.
not have their shirts were not
Keeping some freshmen off
allowed to participate in the the field was not the only comon-field greet.
plaint. Some found the experi"I don't think the· money ence very unorganized. No
was worth it really because of water was distributed and the
how they wouldn't let us on tailgate consisted of the fresh-.
the field unless we had the men sitting in the Tinker Field .
Freshman Frenzy shirt, espe- stands waiting for pizza,
cially when they didn't men- unable to participate in the
tion we needed the shirt to get pre-game activities on the
on the field," said Christ,opher field.
Bruckart, an 18-year-old biolo"We could really have gone
gy major. .
anywhere if they would have
'.'I feel like I wasted my told us we were just .going to
money, actually, because of . sit in one spot," Bruckart said.
FROM

Al
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"I also think water should
have been provided along with
the pizza and soda since it was
so hot out, and there was no
water for the game. I also really had wished they could have
told us the timetable and told
us where to go after the game,"
he added.
Ano,t her problem was the
hurricane threat. Some freshmen were obligated to leave
for the hurricane, none of
whom were able to get a
refund. Instead they were told
they could pick up the complimentary shirt later.
"I know you couldn't get a
refund at all," Bruckart said.
"That was one thing they did
tell us through the e-mails."
He added: "I had a lot of fun
and I know they meant well.
Hopefully, it can be better next
year."

PETER P. TREMBLAY I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Silence isn't the most popular way to make a statement, but about SS people participated in a candlelight vigil at the Reflecting Pond
on Thursday night to mourn the 1,000 U.S. soldiers who have died in Iraq as of last Wednesday. Though the event was sponsored by
Campus Peace Action on behalf of Moveon.org, "it wasn't policy and politics," Emily Ruff, an organizer, said. ''Those 1,000 soldiers
aren't able to even take in the beauty of the flame," Matt DeVlieger, a participant, said. The event, which was scheduled to last about
4S minutes, went on for almost three hours."People just kept coming," Ruff said.
·
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Find out on OC!;TOBEiR 10 as
UCF students, faculty ·& ·a lumni · experience
Twice the s .i ze, Twice th.e Fear! ·
In addition to Halloween Horror Nights® admission_,
'
.
th.is special UCF EXCLUSIVE event includes from Bpm - 11pm:
'

1

* Private DJ party in Lost Continent with exclusJve access to
Dueling Dragons

*

Food & beverage specials at private venues

.•

* Frequent Fear Pass upgrades for just $15 -- only at the event

•
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Visit www.asfbusinessoffice.ucf.edu for more information

UCF ID or UCF Alumni Gard is required to purchase ticket to the October 10 event. Tickets on sale beginning August ~Otb througff
September 30th. This ticket is non-refundable and is valid October 10 Only. Other Haltoween Horror Nights dates are avaUable
through Ticketmaster at the SGA Ticket Center in the Student Union
Frequent Fear Pass valid on select event~
Only individuals with tickets purchased through tJCF will be admitted to Lost Continent on octObtt 10,,2004. THIS EVENT MAY SE TOO INTENSE FOR YOONG CHILDREN.
SORRY NO COSTUMES ALLOWED. Universal elements and all related indlcla TM&© 2004 UniVersaf Studio&.© 2004 Universal Orlando. All l'lghts reserved.
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The College Democrats on Your
ca1~pus are orgai-lizing .r ight now and
they need your help! ·
For 1nore infor1nation please contact Reggie Cardozo
·
at 1.800.925.3411 or RCardozo@tlade1ns.coni.

Pa id f()r and approved by t h e Florida Dcn1ocratic Party
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

WVU RUN TOO MUCH FOR KNIGHTS Israel's
big shot
Alex Haynes posts ·
235 '

Rushing yards
allowed by UCF's
defense against
West Virginia

career rushing
numbers, despite
UCF's sixth-straight loss
ASHLEY BURNS

7

Rushing yards
totaled by WVU
running back Kay
. Jay Harris, after
posting 337 against
ECU last week

37

Rushing yards
needed by Alex
Haynes to set the
UCF career record

2

T~rnover> by both
teams in Saturday's
game

UCF men's golf
finished in a tie for
fifth-place at the
Inverness
Intercollegiate
Invitational in
Toledo, Ohio, this
past weekend.
Andreas Hoegberg
led the charge for
UCF as he posted a
2-over par 73 to fin-·
ish in a tie for eighth
place in the individual standings. Stefan
Wistorf shot a final
round 75 to finish in
a tie for eighth place
in the individual
·Standings as well.

UCF football travels
to Penn State to face
the Nittany Lions at
12:10 p.m.on
Saturday ... Men's
soccer hosts Howard
in the UCF /Adidas
Kickoff Class 2 at 3
p.m. Friday ...
Women's soccer
begins A-Sun action
this week as UCF
hosts FAU at i p.m.
Thursday at the UCF
Soccer Complex ...
Volleyball hosts
Georgia in the UCF
Fall Invitational at 7
p.m. Fri~ay at the
UCF Arena.

"This was the week
to redeem myself."
- WEST VIRGINIA
QUARTERBACK

ilASHEED MARSHALL
ON HIS 22S·YARD,
FOUR TOUCHDOWN
PERFORMANCE
ATUCF

"I've got a
tremendousamount
of respect for Coach
O'Leary, and I knew
that they were going
to play extremely
hard and they did."
- WVU COACH RICH

RODRIGUEZ

Endorsements ablaze,
I've got my new QB

Sports Editor

For the second consecutive week, UCF
football fell victim to a high-powered running offense.
The Knights suffered a 45-20 defeat at
the hands ofNo.11 West Vrrginia Saturday.
Despite giving up more than 230 yards on
the ground, the Knights again took another huge step in the team's rebuilding
process.
"We played a very good West Vrrginia
team, but I think we improved in many
areas," UCF Coach George O'Leary said "I
thought that the offensive line improved
We've got.to improve in other areas as well,
but the kids played the
whole game. We had . a
For
few sloppy penalties and
complete
you can't have any of
statistics
those and expect to beat
a top-10 team like West· a,nda game
Vrrginia."
summary,
Senior tailback Alex
see All
Haynes rushed for 137
yards on 34 carries
against the Mountaineers, eclipsing
W'(U's top rusher Jason Colson, who
rushed for 108 yards. Haynes moved into
second place on UCFs all-time rushing list
"He is a really good running back,"
O'Leary said of Haynes. "But I am more
pleased about the way the offensive line
played If they block like that, he will have
good days."
The Mountaineers were equally as devastating in the air against UCF. WVU quarterback Rasheed Marshall was nearly perfect, completing 14-of-18 passes for 225
yards. Marshall threw four touchdown
passes and ran another in.
While WVU dominated the pas'sing
game, UCF was merely trying to work the
kinks out of its own Last week sophomore
quarterback Steven Moffett threw for 177
yards against WISconsin, but didn't have a
chance to improve· upon that as he was
benched for UCFs home opener. Brandon
Sumner started for the Knights and
showed considerable amounts ofrust right
away.

. ''We had some competition this week in
practice and I think that is something you
need as a team," O'Leary said ''What I did
was open up all of the positions and said
'the guy who practices best will play.' No
one has really jumped out and separated
themselves. I was happy with some of the
things Brandon did and very proud of Kyle.
Steve will get an opportunity to win his job
again this week in practice."
Sumner finished the day with only nine
completions out of 21 passes for only 86
yards. The senior did complete the first
UCF touchdown pass of the season, a 14yarder to senior wideout Tavaris Capers.
True freshman Kyle Israel took the
helm in the fourth quarter, completing all
four of his passes for 44 y.rrds.
The Knights head to University Park,
Pa, Saturday to face Joe Paterno and the
Penn State Nittany Lions.

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF linebacker Stanford Rhule led the Knights' defense with seven tackles in Saturday's 45-20 loss to No. 11 West Virginia at the Citrus Bowl.

Women reign, men going down the drain
Herd beats Mcintosh on
late screened kick to
sneak away with win

Cromwell's offense has
put up 16 goals in the
first five games this year
CARISSA GRAZEL

ANDY VASQUEZ

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

If it's true that a team is only as
strong as its weakest link, then the
weakest link in UCF women's soccer
must be made of titanium.
.After amassing an impressiye 13
poip.ts in the fast three games, the
Knights' offe~ive depth is proving to
be a dominant and dangerous force. ·
After UCF's 5-1 victory over
Tulane (2-1-1) on Friday in the UCF
Fall Classic, Coach · Amanda
Cromwell was very excited and
pleased with the way her team per-

In a game filled with missed
opportunities for the Knights, the
UCF men's soccer team lost 2-1 in
double overtime Friday night, when
Marshall capitalized on one of its rare
chances. ·
Marshall sophomore Karim
Boukemis beat UCF goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh with a low shot after a run
from the right side. The goal came in
the 106th minute and was assisted by
freshman Jeff Lenix.
After two halves and one overtime
BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PLEASE SEE SN AMAN ON A10
(

Junior midfielder Courtney Baines was one of five Knights to score against USF Wednesday.

PLEASE SEE

COSTLY ON A10

I don't care if he played against
West Virginia's second or third
teams.
I don't care if the entire Mountaineers' defense played with one
arm tied behind their backs.
Kyle Israel looked good.
I've watched Daunte. I've
·watched Vic Penn and Ryan
Schneider. I'm not saying that he's
better than them. That's yet to be
seen.
.
I am saying that UCF has the
makings of becoming a quarterback factory, and Israel is the next
big product waiting to be released.
I was the guy that might as well
have thrown up billboards for
Steven Moffett because my hopes
were so high for him. I'm not giving
up yet, but he has to show me
something.
In the meantime, UCF needs to
ride Israel and find out what this
kid is all about. Saturday it
appeared that he's all about heart.
I'm no doctor, but the Knights need
a huge shot in the arm of' heart.
There was no heart on that field
for most of the first and s~cond
quarter. There were plenty of good
efforts, but it took Tavaris Capers'
14-yard touchdown reception in the
second quarter before there looked
like there- was any life i.p this team.
But after that catch, I really
think something happened. I think
deep down inside, every UCF player on that field flipped their heart
switches. I think that one play
made every single player say, "Hey,
maybe we can do this."
Heart is a pretty special thing.
With heart Troy can beat Missouri
and Marshall. With heart FAU can
beat Hawaii. With heart a true
freshman can be thrown to the
wolves and live to tell about it.
I like what is happening with
this program. I like the direction
that it's heading in. I think if the
Knights put some heart back on the
field and get their heads into the
games, ·then maybe we can. find a
way to take the MAC.
I know that I'm probably the
biggest UCF homer in the world,
but if you look at our roster it's
plain as day that we have talent. It's
clearer than a Mormon's liver that
we have skilled athletes with good
size and worlds of potential. And
it's pretty obvious that we have
heart.
It's just time for our guys to lay it
all out there. Stop worrying about
some stupid penalty. Stop worrying
about giving up a few yards to ~ 1
some , flash-in-the-pan running
back. Stop worrying about me and
a bunch of media monkeys writing
a few bad words.
·
Losing sucks, that's for certain. I
swear if my current flavor-of-theweek. tells me how bad UCf foot- ~
ball is one more time, I'm going·to
rip my eardrums out.
But losing stops when we put
our hearts into something. H<;!ll,
32,224 fans showed heart we
, haven't seen in more than a year.
Even the five fans in section 109
beating the ever-loving life out, of ,.
one ~other showed some heart;
Now if we can just get our mys
on the field to show that ene;gy ,,,
and fervor, we'll. be back on track.
We're still the fourth-best football
program in this state. I refuse ' to
believe that FAU and its fossil of a
coach are going to pass us and I
guarantee that USF is slowly falling
off the map.
,
I think UCF football can turn it
on right now. I think Israel is that
spark and I think he can do: it
against Penn State.
:
Joe Paterno hasn't recruited a
good team since Britney Spears
was only slightly white trash. '
This is Israel's big shot.
'•
Or maybe it'll be just another
good effort.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

First win remains tough task
fQr slumping volleyball team
UCF falls to o~6 after
losses to Utah Valley
State and Memphis
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

The 2004 edition ofUCF volleyball now has something in .
common they don't wari.t to
have with the 1985 squad .
Nineteen seasons and three
coaches have passed since the
last time the program started a
season0-6.
Coach Meg Colado has never
finished a season less than seven
games over .500, and has to look
all the way back to her inaugural
· campaign in 1999 to find the last
time she was six games under
the .500 mark
The good news for Colado is
the '99 team swept through the
. ~tlantic Sun Conference regular
season undefeated before falling
short in the A-Sun final to Flori.da Atlantic fmishing 19-12.
'
Entering the season, expectations were sky high. The
Knights were coming off a 23-7
record, and an appearance in the
1
NcAA second round.
But it's clear at this point-the
UCF offense is missing setter
Jenny Frank, who graduated at
the end of last season.
. BYU (4-2) dismantled UCF
.... (0-6) in three games (30-15, 3012, 30-22) on Saturday night in
, 'final leg of the BYU Mizuno
, :classic. The 12 points in game
.two equaled the fewest points
: that UCF has scored in a game
~ since rally scoring was imple-

mented in 2001.
For the second game this season, the Knights finished a
match with a negative hitting
percentage (-.067) tallying 17
kills with 23 errors.
The only player to hit for a
· positive percentage (.308) was
middle blocker Jana Mitchell
finishing with a team-high five
kills while outside hitters Emily
Watts and Tanya Jarvis combined to go 3-for-30, committing
seven errors.
On the other hand, the
Cougars offense was firing on all
cylind~n?. racking up a seasonhigh .400 hitting percentage.
Middle hitters Lindsy Hartsock
and Catherine Palmer gutted
the Knight front line, smacking
13 and 10 kills respectively.
UCF got off to a hot start
against Memphis (6-2) on Saturday afternoon by never trailing
in the first game. But the
Knights fizzled, out dropping
three straight (30-27, 25-30, 27-30,
18-30).
The first half looked promising as UCF hit over .300 percent
in back-to-back games, but the
Tigers went on a 17-8 spurt in
the middle ofgame two building
too big a lead.
UCF had a 22-21 advantage in
game three, but . Memphis
responded with two quick
points never to trail again. The
Tigers finished the match on a
23-12 run to finish the match.
Setter Katie Kohnen finished
with her first double-double of
the season, setting up 18 assists
and recording 10 digs. Watts and
Jarvis led the offense, popping 12
kills each while outside hitter

Kristin Mondientz chipped in
with a career-high eight kills.
Outside hitter Tiara Gilkey,
who received all-tournament
honors for Memphis, along With
setter Heather Watts finished
with double-doubles. Gilkey
recorded a game-high 20 kills
and 13 digs while Watts posted
54 assists and 10 digs.
Despite a season-high .222
team hitting percentage, UCF
could not overcome 17 setvice
errors sprayed through the
match.
The opening day of the tournament saw UCF drop a 3-1
decision to sec<md year Division
I-A program Utah Valley State
(28-30, 33-31, 17-30, 25-30).
Kohnen along with fellow
setter Maureen Perez posted
double-doubles directing the
UCF attack Perez set a careerhigh 24 assists and dug out 13
balls in the back row. Watts and
Jiirvis squashed 13 kills each for
the black and gold.
Outside
hitter
Deise
Borghetti racked up a doubledouble to lead UVSC (3-2), powering home a match-high 21 kills
.and adding 15 digs. The Wolverines also got help from outside
hitter Alina Wallauer who broke
offl9 kills of her own.
For the second-straight
weekend, Watts earned all-tournament honors. The Kansa5
native crushed a team-high 26
kills for the tournament
UCF continues to look for its
first win of the season when the
Knights host Georgia in the first
leg of the UCF Fall Invitational
at 7 pin. Friday night at the UCF
Arena

,.

· :MAC woes continue to pile up
'

formance throwing for 321 yards
·and three scores while hooking
up With his lead receiver Santonio Holmes 10 times for 210 and
two
scoring strikes.
MATT DUNAWAY
Running backs Ahmad Brad&JEFF SHARON
shaw and Earl Charles comStaffWriters
bined for 149 yards and a touch'', It was another forgettable down oil the ground to lead
' weekend for the MAC with only Marshall.
three schools posting wins this
Up next for Marshall: at No. 3
- ' weeken'd:·Needless to ·say, the Georgia
· 'three wins w~re not all that
· 'impressive, since they were all No.11 Florida 49, E. Michigan 1
against I-AA schools.
Running back Anthony SherOver the weekend the WAC rell had his consecutive 100.- 'posted two huge out-of-confer- yard games streak snapped at
·- ·ence wins, and is replacing the .nine as the Gators held the
'"MAC as the top mid-major con- EMU runriing back to 24 yards
1 ·ference in the nation
on 16 carries.
J 1
The Eagles had some sucJ No. 9 Ohio State 24,Marshall 21
cess moving the ball against the
Always one for theatrics, the Florida defense, marching 91
' :Buckeyes escaped the upset- yards after the opening kickoff
' minded Thundering Herd on a to take a 3-0 lead on Andrew
·,, '55-yard field goal by kicker Mike Wellock's 23-yard field goal.
· 'Nugent as time expired. The
But the game shortly went
' 'kick m:;i.tched the longest field downhill from there.
On UF's next two posses1goal in Ohio Stadium's 82-year
;· history.
sions, running back Ciatrick
~ ' Over the past two seasons, Fason responded with two
' ·.osu has won 13 of 14 games touchdowns runs, giving the
'· when decided by less than a Gators a 14-3 advantage. Fason
·"touchdown, dating back to its finished with 105 yards.
' ' 2002 national .championship
Even though kick-off was
'··'season.
·
moved up five hours, lightning
Marshall had a chance to still delayed the game for 64
·
take the lead late in the fourth minutes midway through the
. , ·quarter, but kicker Ian O'Con- second quarter with Florida
~ ·nor missed a 35-yard attempt. A leading 14-3.
/
-· poor punt by O'Connor with 45
Less than th¢e minutes after
' seconds left gave the Buckeyes play resumed, the Gators struck
-~ J>rime field position at its own again. This time it was running
. 45.
back Deshawn Wynn pounding
..
OSU quarterback Justin away on a 2-yard run making it
Zwick had another solid per- '21-3.

·Marshall gives Ohio
~"State some heat in loss

o

Q: What do
c0.
\1iJ ~
and Jllh lhDRRISDn
have in common?

A: They both

dOnate plasma at

DCI Biologicals
Orlando!
* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

.Earn $180/month dona.ting
your Iiie-saving plasma.
DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO

EMU posted its only touchdowp. when quarterback Matt
Bohnet hooked up with receiver
Eric Deslauriers.
Quarterback Chris Leak got
into the act, picking apart the
EMU secondary in the second
hal£ He finished the game with
244 yards and three touchdowns.
·
"(fp next for EMU: vs. Toledo.

(Across the street from Racetrac)

321-235-·9100

Kansas 63, Toledo 14
Toledo's defensive problems
continued as it gave up 63 points
for the second time in as many
weeks.
Q!larterbackAdam Barmann
went 20-for-24 for 249 yards and
four scores in the first half alorie
as the Jayhawks rocked and
chalked their way to a 49-7 halftime advantage.
Running back John Randle
also chipped in, carrying the ball
19 times for 104 yards and two
scores, and catching three passes for another 79 yards, including a 55-yard scamper. As a
team, Kansas racked up SOi
yards of total offense.
The Rockets were never in
the game, as they trailed 42-0
just 18:03 into the game. Quar. terback Bruce Gradkowski had
a day to forget, going 15-for-28
for 215 yards with two picks and
two lost fumbles.
Up nextfor Toledo: at Eastern

Michigan

· ·Cincinnati 45, Miami of Ohio 26
The Bearcats gained 599
total yards of offense as they
PLEASE SEE

REDHAWKS ON AlO

w.,
407-482-1900
12090 Collegiate Way
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's

Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ..................................... 3.99 ·
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................................6.49
15 (1 l;'lavor, 1 Ranch) .................................... 8.99
20 (1or2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ......................... 11 .99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)......................... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ................... ... 27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...................... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ................... .47.99
Add Celery ................ :.................................... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch.......................... .69
Add fries to any Wing order ., ......................... 1.99

& 1/2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries*$7
•substitutions available for
an additional charge

•

29

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, .
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick yo4r Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chicken Breast• 112 lb Burger

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one

of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Buffalo Wing Basket
(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side

LAUIES Nl~fff!
200 &udlite Vraft · Stttirttoff
Ladles dri11k free all 11ight
a11d
flavored 2 00 ~dlite Praft
~soo
dri11ks
200 Well Vri11ks · S11tir11off
ell Vri11ks
250 Po111estlc &ottles 250 Po1Mestic &ottles 250 Vo11testic &ottles
~soo

$

$

$
.$

$

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

MARflNI HAPPY HOU!r.

with afree buffet 4·1.
Ask the barte11der for other
daily happy hour specials.

$

SUNDAY

7 2-4--1
FRIDAY
COLLE~E
MARflNI
HAPPY HOUR
SATURDAY
INVIE ROCK NltffT
everyday frolH '1-plH!he best da11t11 VJ~ i11
with •4.00 vodka redbulls, ~"'· we also have 2Orla11do spl11 house
•2.00 bud lite draft
-1 well drittks attd
dow11te11tpo a11d trip hop
a11d wells, •S.00 shots. •2.00 do1Hestii •9.00
011 Friday attd Saturday.
•S for 11-20 aKdflfE for 21 aKd up
ilH ort dra ts.

Wedge Fries ................Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49 ,
Beer Battered Onion Rings ............... .. Regular 2.29
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ......................... ~·.............4.49
Fried Mushrooms .......................•.....................4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .........................99
Garden Salad ................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Kid'z Menu

3 (1 Flavor) ...............................................•,... 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) .................................... ................ 6.29
1O (1 Flavor) ................. ................................ 11.99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ..... ......................... ...... 21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) .................................... .47.99

5 Wings & Wedge Fries............. ...................... 5.49
3 Ch~iken Fingers & Wedge Fries. .................. 5.49

Soft Drinks
Cans ................. .. ............ ...........99
2-Liter ........, .............................2.49

Dessert

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................................7.49

Cheesecake. ............................. 2.49
Brownies ................................... 1.49

S1J•V
.
II
~:;7.~~!:,ries ~•IO~""'"' S.d~ ..,ll' k:~ "'

20 WINGS

ru .

oot,

$9 minimum order • $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

~··

A10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~ep~te~m~be~r1~3,~20~04-'--·€e=.:.:cuttal"-=--'3lod~~b~~::...;.;.:.;'-"'-

Snaman pWJ.s in second shutout
FROM

AB

formed.
"We're so dangerous,"
Cromwell said. "The teams
can't key in on one person
because so many people are
scoring."
In their victory against a
young Tulane team, the Knights
received goals from all three of
their - forwards, Jen Montgomery, Becca Eshelman and
Kendra Flock, and two of their
mid-fielders, Shannon Wing
and Ali Blagriff. In front of the
home crowd, Julie Snaman and
· Beth Harless spilt time at the
net, with the Green Wave's lone
: goal occurring when the ball
· was deflected off a UCF player.
During the game the Knights
played
cohesively
with
immense chemistry. The
fatigue and mental challenges
that plagued the team early on
seem to be a thing of the past
"It's definitely improved. It
had to improve," Cromwell said
ofthe team's on-field communication. "It's improved from
practice yesterday to the game
tonight so that's definitely
helped." Cromwell also stated
that her midfielders spent some
41 time studying tape, and that
they've responded really well
and improved in some tactical
areas.
Earlier in the week UCF
< defeated in-state rival USF 5-0 at
; home. In that game the offensive depth was again destructive, with goals coming from
starters Mqntgomery and
Eshelman, a penalty kick from
junior Courtney Baines, and
Rachel Whiteaker and Rachel

BRETT HARTI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Rachel Whiteaker scored her first
goal as a Knight on her first shot as a Knight
Wednesday against South Florida.

Overstreet who .scored off the
bend~. Recording the shutout
was keeper Julie Snaman with
four saves.
Last weekend; while the
UCF campus felt the wrath of
Hurricane Frances, the Golden
Knights showed the teams at
the N'ike·Classic in Birmingham,
Ala, that they too were a force ·
to be reckoned with. The
Knights went 1-0-1 in the tournament arid took the crown from
host team UAB, the winner of
the previous three years.
In the first game of the tour.
nament, UCF tied a strong UAB

host team 1-1. Flock scored her
first collegiate goal as UCF out~
shot the Blazers 17-15. Snaman
fared well in the goal, recording
eight saves.
·
Later in the toUrnament, the
Golden Knights oyerwhelmed
Minnesota 3-0 to take the title.
Redshirt freshman Lauren
McDevitt knocked in two goals
with assists coming from
_Monique Fireall and Baines.
Flock also scored her second
goal of the tournament off a
pass from Eshelman. Snaman
recorded one save and the
shutout
The tournament crown was- ·
n't the Knights' only accolade,
as freshman forward Kendra
Flock was named the tournament MVP. Teammate and fellow forward Jen Montgomery
was named to the All-Tournament Team along with fresh- ·
man Jessica Hallgren and the
superb defender senior Joanna
Black.
So far the UCF women's soccer team has proved that its
depth makes it a dangerous contender. Now the girls and Coach
Cromwell are just enjoying
playing the game.
·
''It's fun to watch," Cromwell
said ''I let them out on the field
and they're ready. They're prepared."
At the time of print, the
Knights were preparing to take
on Air Force this Sunday in the
final game of the UCF Fall Classic. The Knights expect to
improve their 4-1-1 record
against1the Falcons, who are 3-2
on the s~ason and finished seventh in the Mountain West Conference in 2003.

Costly calls gives game to Herd
FROM

AB

back on the opportunities you
had Our thoughts are that we
period of physical soccer, the shouldn't have even been in
Thundering Herd gained a one- overtime.''
The · Knights out-shot the
man advantage in.double overtime after the ejection of John Thundering Herd 16 to 3 in regSobczak, who got his second yel- ulation and 3 to 1 in the first
low card on a delayed call in the overtime.
Both teams seemed a littl~
103rd minute.
UCF · Coach Bob Winch sluggish at the beginning of the
referred to the call as question- game. The Knights were a bit
careless with the ball in the midable.
Said Winch: "It was a big field As the first half continued,
question the whole game with UCF started to control the game
. [the referee]."
through the midfield, sparked
Some ofthe calls by the refer- by solid play from sophomore
ee seemed to upset both bench- Rafael Teixeira Coach Wmch
was impressed by Teixeira, sayes on more than one occasion.
The Knights had been con- ing he played well.
Despite the Knights' solid
. trolling play in both overtimes,
but the ruling seemed to swing ball control, Marshall was able
the momentum to Marshall, to strike first in the 28th minute.
which scored the game-winner Herd junior Kirk Gibson took a
pass from midfielder Mike
just over three minutes later.
"It sparked Marshall," Wmch Bourassa inside the 18 and put a
said. ·~d to their credit they weak shot on goal Mcintosh
· came after us.''
was screened and never saw the
It was Marshall's fifth shot of shot as it rolled in to his right
the night and only its third shot
UCF continued to control
on goal, compared to 20 shots by the game even after the Marthe Knights with 11 of them shall goal. The Knights were
able to even the score in the
being on goal
''We had our opportunities," 40th minute. Forward Jon
Wmch said. "When you get in Imran, last year's leading scorei;
an overtime situation, you look took a long pass from Teixeira at

Redhawks continue to slide with huge
lo·ss to Cincinnati Bearcats Saturday
FROM A9

held Miami of Ohio's rushing
attack to just 37 yards on 24 carries.
Quarterback Gino Guidugli
went 12-for~23 for 258 yards and
one touchdown with one interception, and he added a rushing
touchdown. Wide receiver Hannibal Thomas caught five balls
for 175 yards, including a 69-yard
touchdown reception.
The turning point came when
the Redhawks closed to within a
point at 14-13 in the second, l?ut a
blocked extra point foreshadowed 18 unanswered points by
the Bearcats to put them up 32-13
atthehal,£
Qµarterback Josh Betts had a
phenomenal day in a losing
cause, completing 26 of his 43
passes for 416 yards and four
touchdowns. Despite gaining
499 total yards of offense, Miami
fell to 1-2 ori the year.

Up next for Miami: vs. Ohio

N. Illinois 23, S. Illinois 22
Southern Illinois' failed 2point conversion attempt with 54
seconds remaining ended a furious fourth-quarter rally, giving
an underhanded Northern Illi.nois team its first victory of the
season over the No. 1 team in

corner
lmsports-uc:f.edu

about the 18-yard mark, faked
the goalie and scored on a high
shot.
In the second half, the
Knights seemed to have complete control as they out-shot
Marshall 9-to-1 and had a 6-to-1
advantage on comer kicks.
However, they were unable to
capitalize on any ofthese opportunities, as Marshall goaltenders
combined to make 10 saves in
the game - six of them coming
in the second halt:
The Knights had a scoring
chance in the first overtime
from Billy Judino, who scored
the only two goals in the
Knights' first two games. Judino
had a clear shot at the net from
inside the 18-yard mark but
failed to put it on net as he
missed to the right
Moments later the Knights
avoided a close call after
aggressive save by Ryan Mcintosh. Mcintosh charged ~d collided with a shooting Marshall
player about 15 yards from the
goal. The ball skipped to the left
and bounced off the post, and
the Knights' defense cleared it
The loss drops the Knights'
record to 0-2-1 and improves
Marshall to 1-2.

JULIE REEVES
Contributing Writer

Looking for something to
steer your attention from all.the
recent hurricane coverage' Stay
tuned with the most recent intramural deadlines. Coming up next
is the Individual Sports Trivia
night, Intramural Baseball and
. Co-Rec Flag Football
Who is the most knowledge-

· Running back Eugene Gross
Division I-AA
SIU quart.e rback Joel Sam- only ran 12 times for 37 yards, but
bursky led the comeback charge. posted three touchdowns on the
With 9:03 left in the fourth, he hit day.
Kent State welcomed quarterreceiver Kellen Allen on a 9-yard
touchdown pass to trim the mar- back Joshua Cribbs back into the
fold after serving a one-gaitle
gin to 23-16.
Sambursky proceeded to find suspension. Cribbs ran for 105
receiver Brent Little to cap off a yards and a touchdown and
78~yard drive with only 54 sec- passed for two more scores ·as
onds left. f.lowever, Sambursky the Golden Flashes raced past
,
failed to hit tight end Chris Liberty 38-10.
Michigan State rebounded
Kupec for the go-ahead 2-point
from an embarrassing loss last
conversion.
Husky backup quarterback week at Rutgers, sprinting past
Phil Horvath filled in for Josh Central Michigan 24-7 in i!s
Haldi for the second straight home opener. CMU running
game. Horvath was without back Jerry Seymour ran for 164
starting receivers Sam Hurd and yards, including a 90-yard touelii.Shatone Powers who were both qown for the Chippewas lone
score.
serving suspensions.
For the third time in four seaNIU got 144 yards on 24 carries from tailback AJ. Harris, and sons Western Michigan could
61-yard to4chdown pass from not solve the Virginia Tech
receiver Marcus Perez to fellow defense, getting blasted in
BlackSburg 63-0.
receiver Dan Sheldon.
Bowling Green rolled o er .
Up nextfor NIU: at Iowa State
Southeast Missouri State 49-10,
In other action, Syracuse·used scoring all ofits p9ints in the first
a 24-point second quarter to run· half.
•·i
No. 25 Purdue whipped ~;ill
past Buffalo 37-17, while Pittsburgh's defense and special State 59-7 as quarterback Kyle
teams carried the Panthers to a Orton completed his first 15 pas~
es on his way to 329 yards and a
24-3 win over Ohio.
Akron dropped to 0-2 as Mid- career-high five touchdown
dle Tennessee State held on for a passes in just over two quarters
31-24 victory at the Rubber Bowl. of work

able sports fan at UCF? Find out
Friday during IM Individual
Sports Trivia Individuals will
answer questions in a game show
format as we test sports I~ Signup deadline is Wednesday.
Are you a baseball fan? As the
major league pennant races heat
up, get in on the action by signing
up for Intramural Baseball Participants will play in the only Intramural Baseball league in the state
of Florida. Teams will play on
Sunday through Friday nights.
The registration deadline is Sept
20 by 5 p.m. Doi:i't have a team?
Sign-up online as a free agent
Last year, UCF's Co-Rec Flag
Football tournament champions
traveled to New Orleans. for the
national flag football tournament.
At the championship game, four

•. f

••
•

·'II

I

f

I

.

players from UCF were named
All-American. Will your team be
this year's contender? Take the
first step by participating in an 8on-8 flag football_ tournament
where four males and four
females take the field at the sairie
.,..
time for each team. The sign-up
deadline is Sept 20 by 5 p.m. T.be
tournament .will take place Sept.
25-26. Don't miss out on youur
opportunity to be UCFs next Cc;>Rec Champion.
.,,
,,
As we continue through
Hurricane season and tpe
threat of yet another hurric~e
approaches, stay up-to-date on
the most recent sign~up dead- ,
line extensions and other Intra•
mural schedule changes by visiting the Web site at
http://www.rec.uc£edtL
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IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH OmDO!
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.IG DISCOUITS,

- UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407 -282-2055
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AND 0% FINANCI•
CALL US AT (407) 851-3800
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SUMMING UP THE GAME

0 R LA N D. 0

ALL STAR CHEERLEADING •TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001

-ALEX HAYNES

,...
j

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18

UCF'ssenior leader had one of
, the best games of his career, carrying the ball 34 times for 137
yards and scoring one touchdown. Haynes bruised and battered aWest Virginia defense that
' had given up just 59 rushing
yards in their first game against
• East Carolina. He also caught two passes for 16 yards.
. Haynes'highlight was UCF's first possession of the second
half, when he carried the ball twice, once for 18 yards and
again for 21,scoring his firsttouchdown of the season.

4

FLAMES

Compete in an International Championship in Bottrop, Germany.
Check us out at www.orlandoflames.com

:TRAVONTI JOHNSON
Johnson recorded a teamhigh seven tackles, all of them
solo, and he recovered a fumble.
However, he got burned on several occasions, and the secondary
was plagued by bad tackling as a
whole.
·

•
open field. Rfty-seven yards later, West Virginia was back up by
three scores, quashing any momentum the Knights had in the second half.

JEFF SHARON

RASHEED MARSHALL
Marshall followed up a6-forlS perforinance in his first game
bycompleting 14 of his 18 passes
:f9r 265 yards and a career-high"'tying four scores, rushing nine
'times for 65 yards and another
touchdown. The senior quarter-back engineered a devastating
offensive attack that set the tone in the first period,scor'ing 14 points and gaining 168 yards,and that included an
·opening drive that was stopped by aJason Colson fum·ble deep in UCF territory. For the season, Marshall is now
·20/33 with 408 yards and five touchdown passes.
.. ,
.

ADAM LEONHORTT
Leonhortt was all over the
field for West Virginia, recording
seven tackles, five of them by
himself. He was the quarterback
of adefense that surrendered just
299 total yards. Although the
Mountaineers did not force a
turnover, they did hold UCF
enough to give their power offense"fantastic field position all day long.

StaffWriter

After getting blasted by Wisconsin. UCF
stepped up to a greater challenge at home
against the tenth-ranked West Virginia
Mountaineers. Although the Knights suffered a 45-20 setback, there were a few bright
spots t;hat Coach George O'Leary could take
away from his team's effort.
In many ways, the game was closer than
the score indicated. Here's the breakdown.

Blunder of the game
Matt· Prater's kicl(off out-of-bounds
following Haynes'touchdown run
After Alex Haynes showed why he is one ofthe top backs in the
country by ramming the ball into the end zone on just two plays,
UCF had the crowd back in the game, down just iwo scores. But
Prater, usually very reliable on kickoffs, shanked the ball out-ofbounds on the right sideline, giving the Mountaineers great field
position at their own 35.Three plays later,WVU scored on.the Marshall-to-Myles screen pass that blew the game wide open.

West Virginia won because ...
It was the superior team, plain and simple. The Mountaineers
moved the ball at will in the first half, scoring 28 points, not in duding having their first drive in the red zone stopped by aturnover.
. The Mountaineers gained 460 yards of total offense on 63 plays,
and scored 14 points in each of the first three quarters. They were
also well-balanced on offense, gaining 225 total passing yards,and
235 total rush yards. The defense also held UCF's total yardage
under300.

Cherry on top

Brad Cooper's ~·4-yard field goal .
in the fourth quarter

With WVU already up by 22, and with great field position
again after a47-yard punt return by Adam"Pacman" Jones, Coop- ·
er stepped onto the field to attempt acareer-long 54-yarder,ostensiblyto test his distance.The ball looked as though it didn't have the
distance, but it bounced offthe crossbarand over,giving the Mountaineers a45-20 lead, and Cooper acareer-long kick.When it's your
night, it's your night.

UCF lost because ...
It could not capitalize on momentum.WestVirginia turned the
ball over twice, but the Knights, who did not tum the ball over
themselves, got just 7points offofthose turnovers.They also forced
West Virginia to punt just twice, and both of those were in the
fourth quarter, when the game was well in hand.The Knights also
had a 3:40 advantage in time of possession, but could not move
the ball enough to keep the game close.

Turning point

West Vi~inia special teams player ofthe game

"Pacman Jones, punt returner

•

Following a 21-yard touchdown run by Alex Haynes that
brought the Knights within 11 points at 28-17 early in the third,
UCF stole the momentum from WVU and needed a stop on
defense. But Matt Prater's kickoffto the Mountaineers sailed out of
bounds, giving the Mountaineers possession at their own 35.ihree
plays later, Brandon Myles grabbed aMarshall screen pass and ran
57 yards to pay dirt, extending the West Virginia lead to 35-17,and
ending a~I hopes of aUCF rally.

Jones returned two kickoffs for 35 yards and two punts for 75
yards. The first punt retum,a 28-yarder, gave West Virginia the ball
forthefirsttime in the game atthe UCF 23 yard line,butWVU fumbled the ball away five plays later. The second, a47-yarder in the
fourth, resulted in Cooper's 45-yard field goal that concluded the
scoring.

UCF special teams player of the game
Aaron Horne, punter
Horne took the reins as the full-time punter for the first time
on Saturday, booting six punts for an average of38.2 yards per kick,
and pinning West Virginia inside their own 20 once.

Stat-of the game
Drive of the game

.

Passing yards
West Virginia - 225
UCF-130

WVU's 10-play,80-yard march
in the second quarter

Rushing attempts by
Alex Haynes, a
career-high

Leading 21-7, West Virginia showed why they are a national
powerhouse, shoving the ball down UCF's throat on a drive that
took 5:37. Key to this drive were two costly penalties on UCF,induding a personal foul on linebacker Josh Stephens that gave WVU a
first down at midfield.
Running back Brian.Wright chipped in with 19 yards on just
two carries, and Rasheed Marshall completed both of his pass
attempts. Running back Jason Colson, who carried the ball six
times on the drive for 19 of his 108 rush yards on this drive,capped
it with aone-yard scoring run that put the Mountaineers up 28-7
late in the second quarter.

Play of the game

·

·

Rasheed Marshall's 57-yard touchdown
pass to Brandon Myles
Rank on the all-time UCF
touchdown list of Haynes,
who scored his 24th career
touchdown against WVU

,

.

UCF had the momentum, down 11 early in thethird;and had
West Virginia in athird-and-tWo at its own 43. Marshall dropped
back and threw a bubble screen to Myles, but a rushing UCF
defender deflected the pass.Myles, in a fantastic display of field
awareness and athleticism, came back to the ball,snagged it off his
shoe tops, weaved his way through the UCF defense and into the

After hearing all week about Kay-Jay Harris and his 337 yards
rushing against ECU, we saw him forced to leave with ahamstring
injury.Instead it was quarterback Rasheed Marshall who lit up.UCF
with four touchdown passes.

Line of the game
Rasheed Marshall, quarterback,WVU
14-for-18,225 yards,4 touchdown passes
9carries, 65 yards, 1touchdown rush

Pleasant surprise

Kyle Israel, quarterback, UCF

Two Free tickets to the

MTV Movie·Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student .
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!

For a l.isting of sports schedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
* includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccer and men and women's basketball

.

Israel relieved starter Brandon Sumner with 11:18 left in the
game after Sumner went 9-for-21 for 86 yards and atouchdown.
Israel marched UCF down the field 65 yards on 12 plays in 5:38,
completing all four of his pass attempts for 44 yards and scrambling for another 16. Although the drive ended when Israel was
sacked on afourth-and-goal at the 4-yard line, the true freshman
moved the ball as effectively as UCF had all day. His performance
should make things interesting as UCF prepares for Penn State next
week.

MUSIC TELEVISION~

• •
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OUR STANCE

Free infonnation
access belongs to all
F

lorida's public access laws ·
guarantee every student at
UCF the right to look at all
public records - documents,
letters (including e-mail and resignations), maps, books, tapes,
photos, films, audio tapes, software or other material - made
or received in connection with
an official State of Florida transaction.
Because the UCF Board of
Trustees is a state-created entity
designed to set public policy for
the university, students can ask
for the budget and recorded
minutes for the meeting.
Because the SGA Senate distributes .s tudent funds to clubs,
organizations and departments
that oversee student activities,
any student can ask for the
recorded tapes of any meeting.
Because professors are paid
partly out of the govemmenfs
pocket, students are allowed to
see the salaries and educational
and job history of any professor.
Because UCF police are part
of the university, students have
the right to request police
reports. Ongoing investigations
are often excluded from the public records laws. though any concluded arrest should include the
time, date, location and nature of
the crime and the name, sex, age
and address of both the victim

and the person arrested except
in cases such as sexual battery
and child abuse.
Students should request this
information and learn from it.
As Schqolhouse Rock taught,
knowledge is power.
Looking at the budget for the
university can help money-savvy
students figure out how much
our university spends on computer equipment and help them
get better deals:
Listening to Student Government Association tapes could
help Senate hopefuls discover
the power relationships in Senate and which senators band
together.
Club members could easily
learn exactly what appeals garner the most amount of money
from the Activity and Service
Fee budget.
Knowing the job history of a
professor could be useful to
understanding the real-life expe- ·
rience ~ professor has in the subject that he or she teaches.
Police reports could alert students to the most dangerous
parts of campus and the times
when students are most likely to
get pulled over on campus.
Finding the correct person to
ask for the information can be a
problem, though UCF's News
and Information Office can

point students in the right direction. Call 407-823-2502 to get
information on the right people
to talk to.
Students should also know
their rights when it comes to
finding and using public information. First of all, the official
giving the information should
not ask a citizen to produce
identification, to give their name
or the reason for the information. Students are allowed to
both look at a particular record
and make copies of them,
though charges may apply; up tp
$1 per copy of a document may
be charged. If an official refused
to release a record, the official
has to give a written statement
on why the record was exempt
from the public records law. The
request must be responded to in
a timely manner - 30 days.
Students are not secondary
citizens, and they have a right to
know what's going on in their
community, and especially their
school Requesting public
records and learning the laws
surroilnding them trains young
adults to become conscientious,
knowledgeable citizens. For
more information on the Free- _
dom of Information Act and
Florida's statutes pertaining
thereof, go to http://foi.
ririssouriedu/citelist.html.

Ads, not platfonns,
will decide election
P

(

BEN HENDERSONI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
Send troops as a last resort

If you believe President Bush's GOP
acceptance speech, it is now the duty of
America to liberate the Middle East in a new
century of freedom. It is clear the president
will use the U.S. military to march his crusade wherever and whenever he wants.
We know Iraq, Iran and North Korea have
been identified as the axis of evil - one
down and two to go. You are right, Mr. President, we know exactly where you stand and it does not make us feel safer.
As a veteran, I urge students and faculty
to elect a commander-in-chief who puts our
sons and daughters in harm's way only as a
last resort, not as part of some global crusade.
·
- MAJ. ROBERTTORMEY
U.S.AIR FORCE, RETIRED

Big mistake on campus

OUR STANCE

..

(I

olitical advertisements are
... even one giving seniors prenotorious for defamation of scription drug coverage ... John
character and mudslinging
Kerry ... he actually voted for
anything and everything that
higher Medicare premiums ...
before he came out against
could possibly hurt the other
candidate's chances. This
them."
November's election is certainly
While it is supported by fact
no different, but the results of
that Kerry did indeed miss those
this bashing might not be the
votes, it doesn't say how many
ones the parties hope for.
others missed that vote as well.
It ddesn't even mention Bush's
Attacks against Sen. John
Kerry's service in Vietnam have stance on the issue, it only
been a hot topic. The GOP's
attacks Kerry. The countereffect
of that ad will be the argument
swiftboat ads are certainly taking their toll against Kerry as
that Bush took an unprecedentvoters may now think that he
ed arp.ount of vacation days.
might not be the war hero he
The GOP seems to plan to
claims. The slight success of
ride out the Kerry "flip-flopper"
these ads might be just that tag all the way to November.
slight. There is a possibility that Bush's official Web site,
these ads could ricochet and
http://www.georgewbush.com,
hurt President Bush. The
is jam-packed with facts about
halfway intelligent voter will
Kerry changing his stances. It
contrast and compare both can- even includes a free online
didates' war duties to make a
game called "Flip Flop
decision.
Olympics" where you try to
Recent documents regarding
remember what issues Kerry
Bush's military service in the
voted for and against, all while
Texas Air National Guard and
Hillary Clinton, Ted Kennedy
possible preferential treatment
and Howard Dean give you
have surfaced and become
points for the more uneven your
Democratic chum. Although the answers are.
legitimacy of these documents
All this smashing on Kerry's
is being debated, the fact
flip-flopping would make you
remains that the GOP's decision think that President Bush has
to attack Kerry's military service never done so. Not the case at
is in fact a double-edged sword.
all. In 2000, Bush argued against
The newer GOP ads depict
new military engagements and
"nation building." He's done
Kerry as a political flip-flopper
and weak decision-maker. These both in Iraq and Afghanistan.
ads focus on hiS stances on
Bush also opposed a Homeland .
Medicare, Iraq and the war on
Security Department, then fully
terror in particular. One Bushembraced it. The key rebuttal
supported ad says, "The same
against these statements is of
John Kerry who was absent for
course that things changed after
36 of 38 Medicare votes last year Sept. 11. Bush opposed the ere-

ation of an independent Sept. ll
commission, and then supported it. In an interview last month
on NBC's Today show, he was
quoted as 5aying he doubted the
war on terror could be won. He
quickly changed his words on
the campaign trail to say that
the war could and would be
won.
It is more than obvious that
both candidates have difficulty
sticking on issues, but why then
would they decide to slam each
other about flip~flopping? Will
whoever iµakes the more perSt1asive ads win?
It would make sense to leave
those topics alone and let
records on key issues speak for
themselves, but this of course is
not American politics. Each
party understands that most
people do not vote for the best
candidate, but instead for the
lesser evil of the two. Television
ads and radio spots from both
parties continually feed halftruths and biased garbage about
candidates to anyone who is
willing to listen. While this
method might prove to win this
election, it will eventually be the
demise of the two-party system.
A public unhappy with both
candidates could uproot the system and change politics for the
better. Maybe even demand a
ballot with more than two
choices. But that day seems far
away.
Deceptive ads will continue
to be effective because the
American public will continue
to read the headlines and not
what's between them.

As an alumna ofUCF, I'm always putting
in a good word for the university and highly
recommend it to anyone who asks-Advertising is the best way to improve UCF's growing status in the university system, which is a
vested interest of mine as a recent graduate
of the school.
After reading of the school's plan to participate in Big MOJI on Campus, I was completely disgusted and disappointed. These
shows are sophomoric and specifically edited to portray the people involved as juvenile,
shallow and over-sexed
I am none of these things, nor are the vast
majority of students at UCR To see my univerSity so perverted and misrepresented is a
severe disappointment to me. The university
could be better served by advertising our
academic standards and school-relat17d programs, not by cantering about on TV acting
like total trash. Shame on UCF officials for
allowing this to happen!

Activate your political conscience

·

As the mun.her of U.S. soldiers who have
died in the conflict in Iraq surpasses 1,000,
those who have died lose yet more of their
identity to abstraction, another layer of the
detail that made them who they were is
abandoned.
The guy whose garage band couldn't play
in tune, the girl who was trying to get into
college, all these multifaceted lives muted by
the round, poetic number 1,000. Their
motives, their fears, their consent or lack
thereof were muted by the deafening justifications made by the administration.
There is so much latent distrust of this
war in those around me, an inherent sense
that something is amiss. Yet the numbers of
those willing to publicly proclaim this sentiment, in the form of either protest or vigil, is
disproportionately small. Americans have
been trained to look at protesters as caricatures, and many view political action as a
c,
futile gesture.
The belief that one must take the first
step in order to set off any political movement is impetus enough for some, but wilts
in the face of the inescapable sentiment of
hopelessness and futility that-grips so many that I have spoken to. I don't ask those of you
who feel this way to adopt some higher ideal.,
to grasp for that justification.
·
But I feel that, if not for any other reason,
you should become active in some way in
order to appease your own conscience. What
is necessary is not the belief in imminent
success, because that is never an assurance.
What is necessary is conscience, the
knowledge that, years from now, whether or
not the occupation has ended, whether or
not a new unjust war has begun, you can say
to yourself that you did what you could,
instead of wondering if you may share some
blame.

- STEPHANIE ZAUSMER

-JARED RICE

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. Wemay edit for length,grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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'What would be your first
task as an SGA senator?'

NIASHA ANGLIN

LAUREN DWYER

TY THOMAS

Exceptional student education

Elementary education

Computer science

"Create an unified grading scale, either
percentage or letter."

"I'd make it easier for upperclassmen
to gel the classes they want."

"Build more parking garages because
parking is terrible."
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Communications

"Pass legislation for the automatic
sidewalksjke the ones in the airport."

Nursing

"Parking passes would be included
withtuition."

. Business and pre-med

"School spirit would be awarded with..
free golf-c rides to class."
<

.,
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rvte~t with faculty afid staff

repres·e nting UC.F's more than

100 master's.,

doctoral~

specialist,
'

an.d certificate programs

You owe it to yourself and
your family to attend one of our
Priority. Selection Events.
You Must Secure A Priority Position
To Participate!
Westyn Bay; located near Lake Apopka in Ocoee,
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
November 13 & 14, 2004:,t

From The $170's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offers townhomes with deluxe features, resort-style
amenities, and spaci0us floorplaps. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.0

From The $160's To Mid $200's.
Savannah Pines, located just one-half mile east of
Savannah Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
~etting with a lushly landscaped pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled .f or October 2 .. 4, 2004.0

From The $140's To Low $200's.
Victoria Landings, l<~cated in East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a bea¥tiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and
a choic;:e of five spacious floorplans.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for October 16 & 17, 2004. M

From The Low $200's To Low $300's.
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter mile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury townhome
condominium residences in a secure community with
resort-style am~nities. The Priority Selection Event is
scheduled for October 16 & 17, 2004. 4 t
•
.

From The $140's To Low $200's.

~

tlnvestor restrictions will apply.

TRANSEASTERN
~l~~~~

AIJ pricing and premium homesites are subject to Change withouti1otice.These prices
will increase alter the first release to oflSet increasing labor and building supply costs
for future building starts. This advertisement is not an offer to residents of NJ, CT, HI, ID,
l L, OR. NY or any other jurisdiction where prohibited, unless the property has been registered
or exemptions are available. 0 All events subject to postponement and/or cancellation. Make
travel arrangements at your own risk

•

•

•

CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part·lime
1SO Help Wanted: Full·lime
.175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300. a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
inlerview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.

375
400
SOO
S2S
SSO
600

700
800
900
999

For Sale: Pets
Services
Events ·
Events: Greek life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

(tntnl :Jloriba 1utuu Seminole Chronicle

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATION
Healthy, nonsmoking , attractive females.
21 - 30 years old. Must be height/weight
proportionate.
Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com
941 377 3978

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Handyman/house cleaners needed,
$12/hr+, must have great
presentation/customer relation skills,
reliable transportation, work Orlando
area, good work ethic, some experience
preferred, must be dependable I Visit
www.houseboysinc.com & call
407-774·2697.
INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic
Break 2005 Travel Program. Represent
an American Express "Student Travel"
Company. Guaranteed Highest
Commission, Free Trips & Great for
Resume. Your pay equals your efforts.
AMERICAN STUDENT Vac·ations
1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info

J

Serious Income Potential!
Great Pay, Flexible Hours,
Be Your Own Boss!
For more info can.:
1-866-525-0712 or go
On-line@ExcelNow.com/RTD

j

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 50 lbs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help cus.tomers.
Sat 10-5:30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407-896-7252

Kid ~s Nite Out
Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.

fl:entwtl '1oriba 1uture
TheStudent Nempoper Servmg UCF Smee 1968

NOW HIRING

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues .
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orland~
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Exciting Joo Opportunity
Looking for 2nd year or above college
studenl lo fill Resident Assistant position.
Immediate opening. People person w/
clean driving record req. FRE5 ROOM &
BOARD! Apply in person @ 11850
University Blvd. {behind Burger King).
Ask for Matt.
Collector Position open in the KGI
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours • 2 nights a
week anc;l Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monlhly B@nus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
Fax# 407·275-0431

Studio U
A NEW Creative Entertainment
Experience is coming to Ce'ntral Florida!
We are looking for a creative, energetic
and artistic team of individuals that have
practical and/or retail experience in:
The arts of decorating
Jewelry making/crafting
Computer graphics
Coffee houses/wine bars.
We are building our GRAND OPEN ING
tean;i today! PT positions available:
Sales/Design Artisan
Cafe Artisan
Digital Artisan
Please forward resume electronically to :
tracy@studioullc.com or mail to
Hiring Manager
1632' Oriole Avenue
Orlando, FL 32803

•

Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
In.vestigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking any
medications
• 12 outpatient visits over 32 weeks

..

•

String Ensemble needed for wedding
in DaY1ona on October 9, 2004.
Please call Amanda at 321-662-5283

Seeking Child Caring Aid

Compensation up to $570.00 .for time & travel

Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and
school work of two autistic children.
Contact 386-848-3415 for more info.

Call today for more information:

~

I
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\

..: •'•
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(407) 240-7878

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Orlando Clinical Research Center

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.

5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

l

Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
UCF area. 407 ·340·4221.

Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and current clients. ·
20 - 25 hrs-. per week.
.
Hourly plus commis.sion.
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com
Are you i~terested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

.

\....I
·•·

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives
include:

A,

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
.• $51 O in textbooks reimbursement
·Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, please
contact Capt Phil Williams;
(407) 823- 1247 or
phelemon@mail.ucf.edu

s 100 sign on bonus!
•
·•
•
•

flexible schedules
guaranteed salari•s
paid training_·
weekly payihe,tlcs

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

Call now and set up an·
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF A,,a 407-673-9700

Opportunities are available in the following areas :

Computer Science
Computer--Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineerjng
Math
Physics

Systems Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Optics

Check out our website at rayjobs.com/campus for further information, including our Campus Recruiting Events.
· Start your job search by clicking

Find a Job. •

The power of applied intelligence.
One of the most admired defense and aerospace systems suppliers throug~
world-class people and technology. Our focus is developing great talent.
C 2004 Raytheon Company, All rights reserved. Raytheon is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer
and welcomes a wide diversity of applicants. U.S. Citi2ensh1p and security clearance may be required.
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rr:Ti1 HELP WANTED:
• l~General

HELP WANTED:
lr;f:I
~Part-Time

•

Web Design and/or Programmer
Internship. www.CredltFN.com
Flex. Schedule. Project Based.
E mall Resume and/or Portfolio to
CreditFN@gmall.com.

•

ALGEBRA TUTOR
2 hrs/wk at my home near UCF.
Female preferred .
(407) 365-5283
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 JD# 4680

•

•

Psych/Soc Majors Gain Exp.
Supervise Child Visitations. PT
Weekend PM. Need Transportation.
Drive my car. $8/hr. Have Fun. Email
brief resume to brud@spanex.com.

•

•
•

•

•

Baby Sitter Needed for 20 nionth old
boy. Own transportation to Waterford
Lakes Area, 5:15 pm-9:15pm Wed.
9:40am-11 :40am Fri .. $6.50/hr neg.
Contact: 863-698-5138 or 407-282-7774

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or

Close to UCF, just south of Colonial off
Dean Rd. Clean 2/2 duplex prv1. room
furnished with daybed & bath. Kitchen
access, W/D, $350/month util. incl.
Contact Venus@ 407-482-1340
3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
welcome. Call 407-948-8409.

ACROSS
1 Contain
6 Japanese peak
10 Conceits
14 Start of a bet?
15 Render
speechless
16 Bog down
17 lndlan
instrument
18 Labels
19 Concoct
20 Make light of
22 Informed against
24 Droop
25 Noah of "E.R."
26 Persian Gulf
island
30 Bungler
34 Life-and-death
. situations
36 Spanish river
37 Liability
38 Very long time
39 Pay figure
40 Wildebeest
41 Realizes
45 Tallinn man
47 Defeated side
48 List-shortening
abbr.
49 _ voyage!
50 Debates
53 Chronologically
measurable
58 Homemade knife
59 Follow
61 Ten-armed
mollusk
62 John or Deborah
63 Checkup
64 Highway turn
65 Vendor's goal
66 Depend
67 Like Cheerios

UCF ~REA
Lovely 3/2, W/D connection,
rent incl Jawncare.
$995/month
(321) 438-0960

Horse Boarding Stable,
barn work to trade for board, lessons,
and show fees. Experienced applicants
call Mikenda Farm, 407-568-8418.

l5table Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning
feeding, watering tum out, possible car~
. grooming of show horses at barn or
• shows. Flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lindsay Alvarado 407-489-7657.

Less than 1O mins. away from U,Qf
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for'fr'to
share with females in 4/2 home. Clean,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo.
all utll. Incl. 954-816-3127.
M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. W/D & full
kitchen. Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo.
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com.

Work for a Worldwide Company!
' Kelly Services Is hiring Shipping
Clerks for a shipping services provider.
Must be computer literate, aqle to
lift up to 70 lbs. & be able to make a
long-term commitment.

2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2.5
house. $460/mo all included + internet I!.
cable. Only 5 miles from UCf. Contact
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

DOWN
1 Hinged fastener

Female student seeking 2 females to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $475/all util. Included.
Contact 321-302-1528

- $8.00/hour
- South Orlando Location
- Monday-Friday Schedule
- 2 pm - 7 pm or 6 pm to 1O pm

•

Crossword

2 Hodgepodge

3 As far as
4 Former ruler of
Iran
5 Noise
suppressor
6 Lens setting
7 Beehive State
8 Quantity of
moonstiine
9 Fashionable

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 utll. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420

Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407) 851·5997
KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

Roommate to share clean, private Winter
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF.
$495/month inclupes 2 bedrooms with
private bath, utilities, garage,
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No
pets. Available now. Call 407-869-8160.

Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed
Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking females
between 21-29. Visit:

1

All righta r~aerved.

10 Logo
11 Surround
·12 Sandwich cookie
13 Stitched
21 Slimystuff
23 Corrida shouts
25 High-pitched
hum
26 Steeplechase
barrier
27 Portents
28 Attempt to
disprove
29 A-Team guy
30 Ridicule
31 Furious
32 "The_
Sanction·
33 Fertile loam
35 Himalayan
kingdom
39 Used to be .
41 Feed the. pot
42 Egyptian coin
43 Coagulate
44 "The Bald
Soprano•
playwright

BEDSl!I
King, queen, full; mattresses and box
. springs, very good condition.
$125 king, $100 queen, $75 full.
Contact 407-363-0553.
Maple-colored computer desk - $50
Executive black desk chair - $40
Floor-length Maple framed mirror - $20
Clear drawers - $1 O
Call Brad at 407-716-2225

Room avail. in 3/2 house on 1/2 acre.
12 min. from UCF. Chinese F preferred
to share with other Chinese F. $380/mo.
Water and electric incl. Please e-mail
Dr. John Haynes, jhaynes@bus.ucf.edu.

LOOK
2 rooms avail. In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + spilt
utll. Call 407-619-5642

fj

.......
~
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All UCF students & alumlli must attend a
workshop to gain access to job postings and
employers recruiting on campus. Learn how to
use the GOLD Connection online database,
submit your resume·and sign up for interviews
taking place at Career Services.

'99 Honda Accord VX V6, 4 door, black,
tinted windows. Loaded: leather, pwr.
windowSllOcks, XM Radio, CD player,
sunroof, alarm, Perfect Condition $11 ,900. Well maintained, all records.
Call 407-467-5036

January 1 - Move in
Room for rent in 3/2 furnished home
owned by student, 4 mi. from UCF,
Colonial & Lake Pickett. $325/mo. + 1/3
utilities, w/ free Internet. 6 mo. lease
Junior/Senior/Grad student only.
407-381-8275

FOR SALE:
I~
~Homes

312 HOME ACROSS FROM UCF
Female graduate or prof. Large
Master BR. Washer/Dryer, DSL
·Private phone. Quiet, safe, clean.
Rent Negotiable. Furnished
Call 407·971·6748

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Lo9king for a house to buy?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

1 room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a rnonth. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259 .

..

:·~

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.'

Planning Ahead?

.....

lllll!J

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
1O mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561 -596-1205

A Bett~r Resume wll(make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student discounts
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.info

!"·-·-·-A"Pi-"Avi1i."Now-·-·-·"!
$490/month Incl utll
1 bdrm w/ private bathroom
Pegasus Landing w/ UCF Shuttle
Avail. Call (407) 421-1824

!

A ..,

Dates and times for the Introduction to Online

Job Postings and On-campus Interviewing
workshop are available at: www.csel.ucf.edu or
call ( 407) 823-2361.
Career Services & Experiential Leaming
Student Resource Ce~ter, Bldg. 7G
crc@mail.ucf.edu ·
I

UCF

CAREER SERVICES &

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

$500 FREE CASH WHEN MOVE-IN
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom
apt. Private bathrooml Utllltles
lncludedl Across from UCF. No
move-In fees. Call 407-687-3316

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·

OVER $1000 in FREE RE:NTI
1/1 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-8995 or e mall
Jaur1828@aol.com. Avail Nowl

Sublease available nowl
Village at Alafaya Club, 4/4, 1 room
available. $495/mo incl. all utilities. N/S
F needed. Gobbles055@aol.com
Room avail. Female 3/2 Home priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walking VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com.

King Size Brand New Simmons Beauty
Rest. Ultra Plush Pillow-Top. No Flip.
Mattress & Box. Retailed for $1800
Asking $700. Call Marc Anytime at .
407-497-0164.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Division of Academic Affairs

....

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
•••••••www.BUYTVSNOW.CO¥••••••••

Celtic Tapestries
·Perfect ForWalls, Beds, Tables, Curtains, Etc.
Many Designs, Sizes, Colo,.s, Avail
www.mlthrasshleld.cdfil

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
46 Lifework of an
artist
Slightly daffy
Questions
Saturn satellite
Young lady
Pushbutton

49
50
51
52
53

forerunner
54 Marine color?
55 Bacharach or
Young
56 In-person
57 Idyllic spot
. 60 Tin Man's tool

I

j

•

Vital Importance of Microcirculation
Learn how to Look and Feel Better,
with More Energy and Vitality!
Speed muscle recovery, reduce joint
aches, enhance immunity and help
lose weight. Dr. Mike Constantine ND
(Also part-time e-commerce income).
FREE Seminar and FREE Parking.
Date: Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004.
Time: 9:30 am - 11 :00 am.
Registration Begins at 9:00 am
Embassy Suites Hotel Tampa
555 N. Westshore Blvd. at 1-275
Information call: 813-661-3829
Refreshments will be served.

'

'

I
j

I
I
I
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UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming •.•
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Classes are M 8-10PM & W 7-9PM In
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more Info call ,
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Open House, Wed 9/ 1 &
Wed 9/8@ 8PM

r.:T-1 EVENTS:
l~Greek life
To all UCF Fraternities:
We wish you
the best of luck
with recruitment!
From, the Ladies of Kappa Delta
To the Gentlemen of Sigma Chi:
Best of luck with recruitment!
Can't wait for Homecoming 2004!
Love, the Ladies of Kappa Delta
Searching for contestants for the·
Collegiate Miss of Florida Pageant.
Win scholarships and more! To
enter, go to www.GalaQuest.com

1m

TRAVEL
I

•

Spring Break 2005·with STS, America's ;1
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts .
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
, In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org.

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

r· ,

SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

------

SERVICES
Get a Better Job!

r:tr.:I FOR RENT:
l~ Sublease - - - =
I

(REDITFN.COM

Natural Health Seminar on the

Need quiet, responsible roommate for
3/2 house in Oviedo. Must be a cat lover,priv. room I priv. hall BA. $500/mo. + 1/2
util. Approx 6 mi. from UCF and SCC.
Call Lori immediately at 407-977-4979
1 Bedroom avail. in 5 BR house.
$400/mo + util. Located 3 minutes from
campus. F preferred. Hi-speed Internet
& cable included. Call Amy at
321 -863-0110

NOTICE:

Presented by
Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 9/16

Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $400/mo + util. Move in
ASAP. NS & clean a MUST!
Call Lisa@ 954-648-1600

Don't miss out on interviewing for full-time
career opportunities this fall!

08/18/04

C 2004Trl>unt M~la S.rvlcn lno.

Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
$ingle sessions and group rates
a~ailable . ·Contact 407-427-0067.

Dateless and Need a Date? '
Seeking Single
Central Florida Women
For Dating I Modeling Opportunities
http://www.lmdateless.com

~·- ·-·-· -·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-· ,

FL accredited child care professional j
has openings for children. Free
I registration, state certified, affordable
• rates,flex schedule. Over 20 yrs. exp.Contact Ann @ 407-384-5908 or
•
407-325-3252
•
•

!

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-· - · -·~

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and .many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 399-5910.

Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off 1
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502. 1
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Wednesday, September 15

~A&'ll>r~/~

12-3pm Hispanic
Awareness Month
Kick Off at the
Reflecting Pond
(Rain location:
SU Pegaisus DEF) .

c;g~~

(tft)GF

••

· Thursday, September 16 )
11 am-2pm MASS/MSC
Fall Welcome,
Student Union,
Pegasus Ballroom.

Interested ·in becoming the
next Mr.. UCF or Miss UCF?
Then come to Student
Union room 208 and sign
up to audition from 8- 11 pm
on September 27 and 28.
Please come prepared
with a brief description of
your platform
(Miss Contestants only),
and a 2 minute talent
routine (all). For more info
check the website:

Don't Forget!

,.
http://www.osa.ucf.edu/missucf/home/html
·

Sign up for
your chance to
go on the .SGA
Medieval March
to Penn State
for the UCF . vs.
Penn State
football game
September 18.
Lpg on to ·
www. sga. ucf. edu
for your chance
to win!

Events canceled due to Hurricane Ivan
will be rescheduled. Check the OSI
website and upcoming ads for the most
updated information . .
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